Abstract. There exists a Borel regular, finite, non-zero measure p on VLd such that for p -a.e. x the set of tangent measures of p at x consists of all non-zero, Borel regular, locally finite measures on Rd .
Introduction
Tangent measures were introduced in [1] in order to investigate the local behaviour of measures. The main advantage of tangent measures is that they often possess more regularity than the original measure and thus a wider range of analytical techniques may be used upon them. The object of this note is to show that in general this does not necessarily hold.
Let Jf be the set of all Borel regular, locally finite, measures on 1¿. A sequence (pk) of measures in Jf converges to p in Jf if / fdpk -* / f dp as k -► oo for all continuous functions / with bounded support. This is equivalent to requiring that / g dpk -» / 8 dp as k -> oo for all nonnegative functions g with Lipschitz constant less than or equal to 1 and bounded support.
Jf together with this notion of convergence is metrisable and the resulting space is both complete and separable. For further information about these results see either [1] or [2] .
For p £ Jf, x £ Rd and r > 0 define for E cRd px,r(E) := p(x + rE) := p({x + re:e£ E}).
Suppose that p £ Jf and x £ Rd . A measure v £ Jf is said to be a tangent measure of p at x if v is not the zero measure (denoted by 0) and there exist sequences rk \ 0 and c¿ > 0 such that Ckßx,rk -* v as k -* oo.
The set of all tangent measures to p at x will be denoted by Tan(p, x). Jan(p, x) has the following properties: 1. cv £ Tan(p, x) whenever v £ Tan(p, x) and o 0. 2. vo,r € Tan(//, x) whenever v £ Tan(/i, x) and r > 0.
3. Tan(p, x) is a closed set with respect to the space of all non-zero, Borel regular, locally finite measures.
As a direct consequence we have: Notice that ^ is a well-defined 1-1 map. Set p := n#P, that is, for E c Rd define I claim that p is our required measure. The Borel regularity of p follows from the continuity of the mapping n with respect to the product topology on X. By the equivalence from the introduction, <pk -> <l> iff f g d<j>k -> f gd(f> where Lip(g) < 1 and spt(g) is bounded and g is nonnegative. So fix such a g and suppose spt(g) C 5(0, R) for some R > 0.
Choose / g N such that f^S*^ > /?. For ; > 7 we have (letting k := k(j)) / gd(CjPx,Sl) = Cj I g(rk(j)(x-x))dp(x) JRJ jRd =o7 gUf:^-)dp(x). <h~k Thus integrating over X and multiplying by cj gives ■j I g[rk(x -x)] dp(x) ---/ $(**) dp(x) JnÇ£) P\A) Jx but by independence, / g(xk) dp(x) = p(X) j g(xk) dp(x) = p(X) / g(x) du(x) JX JnOE) Jtid and so the theorem follows. D
